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CONDITIONS OF SALE.

I. THE highest Bidder to bethel Buyer; and if any dispute arise

between two or more Bidders, the Lot so in dispute shall be

immediately put up again and re-sold.

II. No person to advance less than Is. ; above Five Pounds, 5s. ; and

so on in proportion.

III. In the case of Lots upon which there is a reserve, the Auctioneer

shall have the right to bid on behalf of the Seller.

IV. The Purchasers to give in their Names and Places of Abode,

and to pay down 5s. in the Pound, or more, in part of payment,

or the whole of the Purchase-Money, if required ; in default

of which, the Lot or Lots so purchased to be immediately put

up again and re-sold.

Y. The Lots to be taken away and paid for, whether genuine and

authentic or not, with all faults and errors of description, at

the Buyer's expense and risk, within Two Days from the Sale
;

Messrs. Christie, Manson and Woods not being responsible

for the correct description, genuineness, or authenticity of,

or any fault or defect in, any Lot, and making no warranty

whatever.

VI. To prevent inaccuracy in delivery, and inconvenience in the

settlement of the Purchases, no Lot can on any account be

removed during the time of Sale ; and the remainder of the

Purchase-Money must absolutely be paid on the delivery.

VII. Upon failure of complying with the above Conditions, the Money

deposited in part of payment shall be forfeited ; all Lots un-

cleared within the time aforesaid shall be re-sold by public or

private Sale, and the deficiency (if any) attending such re-sale

shall be made good by the defaulter at this Sale.



CATALOGUE

First Day's Sale.

Oil WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 1912,

AT ONE CLOCK PRECISELY.

SNUFF-BOXES AND OTHER OBJECTS
OF VERTU.

1 A Louis XVI. Needle-Case—2| in. long

Of gold, shaped as a slightly flattened cylinder, enamelled en plein

with portraits of ladies in colours in two oval panels ; the ground engraved

and enamelled with foliage in dark blue

2 A Louis XYI. Knife— beariiig the mark of J. B. Fouache

The case of gold, overlaid with plaques of mother-o'-pearl, inlaid with

sprays of flowers in engraved gold ; it has two blades, one of gold, the

other of steel backed with gold

3 A Louis XV. Scent-Flacon—3| in. high

Of gold, shaped as a rococo vase, embossed and chased with birds,

dogs and flowers, and partly enamelled in colours

A 2



4 Ad Empire Magnifying-Glass ; and a Paper-Knife

The glass is mounted with silver-gilt frame and handle, the latter

chased with a Sphinx

The paper-knife has a gold blade and handle of onyx, carved with

small figures in scroll borders

6 A Paper-Weight

Formed as a slab of white agate, surmounted bj' a bust of a Kegi'o

carved in Oriental onyx

A Combined Watch and Scent-Fla(j'On—4J m. high— the

movement by J. Le Eoy, d Paris

The watch has two dials, and is contained in a gold case chased with

strapwork ; it is supported by a double vase of striated agate, with gold

cage-mounts chased with eagles, foliage and strapwork, and set with small

diamonds

An Oval Shuttle— 4f m. loiig—Atigsbtirg, middle of the

18th Cejitury

Of gold, pierced with a design of trelliswork and flowers, and partly

enamelled pink and blue, the borders enamelled witli leaves in dark

green

A Louis XV. Oval Snuff-Box—3^ in. long—hearing the

mark of Eloi Brichard, 1763

Of gold, decorated with jDanels of dark blue and green enamel, show-

ing engraving beneath of Amorini, flowers and foliage ; the borders chased

with musical trophies and Cupids, and enamelled en plein with vases

;ind festoons of flowers in pink ; in the centre of the lid is set an oval

(Uiamel plaque, painted with Flora and four figures emblematic of the

Seasons

Fro7n the Collection of Baron Schroder, 1910

9 A Louis XV. Snuff-Box— 2| in. ivide

Of tortoiseshell, shaped as a shell, richly overlaid with gold chased

with landscapes and mask of Neptune, a ship and scrollwork, and inlaid

with figures of boys in ivory, and plaques of engraved mother-o' -pearl

to resemble waves ; the borders are further enriched with small inlays

of malachite and lapis
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10 A Louis XVI. Needle-Case—4f in. long

Of gold, of slightly oval shape ; enamelled en plem with four oval

panels with subjects of cliildren, a shepherdess and gardener, after

Boucher and Watteau ; the gi'ound chased with flowers, foliage and

ribands in vari-coloured gold on a matted surface ; the borders enriched

with narrow bands of slate-blue enamel

From the Maurice Kann Collection

See Illustration

11 A LOUIS XV. ETUI—4^ in. long—hearing the mark of Eloi

Brichard

Of gold, enamelled en plein with panels of genre subjects, utensils,

etc., in chased scroll borders, the ground enriched with branches in

translucent green enamel ; containing a knife enamelled en suite, pan- of

gold-mounted scissors, and an ivory tablet

From the Maurice Kann Collection

See Illustration

12 ANOTHER—3| in. long

Of gold, of flattened oval section, brilliantly enamelled en plein with

genre subjects, after Teniers. enclosed by dark blue scroll borders, en-

riched with minute panels of landscapes painted in blue on yellow

ground, the surface of the etui engraved with bands of zigzag ornament

;

the thumb-piece set with a brilliant

See Illustration

13 A Louis XV. Fruit-Knife—4f in. long—heariyuj the mark

of Eloi Brichard, 1756

The case of gold, enamelled en plein with figures of two peasant-

girls with a lamb and basket, after Boucher, in panels with engraved

scroll borders ; the ground enriched with plaques of dark green enamel,

and shells in pink and white ; it has two blades, one of gold, the other

of steel backed \Wth gold

See Illustration



14 A LOUIS XV. OBLONG SNUFF-BOX—3^ in. long—

heari7ig the mark of J. J. Prevost, 1762

Of gold, the cover, sides and base finely enamelled with portraits of

members of the family of Louis XV., by Dailly

—

siyned—after Drouais
;

the borders chased with narrow bands of foliage and ribands, and enriched

with lines and leaves in dark blue enamel

Given by Louis XVIII. to Madame de Cayla

From the Maurice Kann Collection

See Illustration

15 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—2| m. long

Of gold, enamelled en plein with six panels of genre subjects, after

Teniers

—

signed Schindleb ; the borders richly chased \vith branches of

flowers and formal scrollwork, and enriched with small plaques of dark

blue enamel in imitation of lapis-lazuH

Frojn the Collection of 0. E. Coope, Esq., 1910

See Illustratioji

16 A LOUIS XVL OVAL SNUFF-BOX—2# in. long

of gold, the cover, sides and base enamelled en plein with six panels

of Cupids sporting on clouds, painted in grisaille on pink ground ; the

surface of the box slightly engraved, and enriched with sprays of flowers

in dark green enamel

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904

See Illustration
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17 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—3^ in. lo7ig—hear-

ing the mark of Julieyi Alatcrre, 1768

Of gold, the cover and base set with two oval enamel plaques,

painted in grisaille in the manner of Degault, with dancing Bacchantes

and a Xymph sacrificing at an altar ; round the sides are smaller plaques

painted with -Cupid.-:;, these plaques being connected by festoons of oak

foHage finely chased in rehef ; the ground of the box enamelled dark

blue to represent lapis-lazuli

18 A Louis XV J. Oval Snuff-Box—3^ in. long

Of gold, the cover set with an oval enamel plaque, painted with a

girl winding a ball of wool and with a cat at her side, after Greuze,

enclosed by a chased gold laurel-wreath ; the surface of the box is deco-

rated with dark blue enamel bands, alternating with gold stripes and

white enamel lines, and with formal scrolls round the borders in dark

blue on white ground

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904

19 A Louis XVL Oblong Snuff-Box—3 in. long

Of gold, the cover, sides and tese set with fom' oblong enamel

plaques, painted in grisaille with Cupids sporting, a birdcage, and em-

blems of the Arts ; the borders chased with formal leaves enamelled

translucent green, and studded with beads of opalescent enamel

20 A Louis XVI. Octagonal Snuff-Box—3 in. long—hearing

the mark of Henri Clavel, 1780

Of gold, the cover overlaid with an enamel plaque, painted m colours

with a Sacrifice, the sides and base enamelled to resemble moss agate,

and the borders chased with conventional foliage enamelled green

21 A Louis XV. Oblong Snuff-Box—3f in. long—hearing the

mark of Eloi Brichard, 1757

Of gold, overlaid with plaques of lapis-lazuh, to which are applied

gold cagework chased with figures of a Negro and Negress, birds, trees

and fruit, the borders chased with formal scrollwork and reeding

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904
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22 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—3f in. long—bearing !

the mark of J. J. Prevost, 1762 I

of gold, the cover, side.s and base enamelled eu plein with r<ix oval \

panels, depicting Louis XV. and the French Court on hunting expedi-

tions ; the borders enamelled with key pattern and baluster ornaments

in turquoise, and engraved with shells, festoons and ribands !

From the Collection of the Duke of Grammont i

See Illustration
\

i

23 ANOTHER—3f in. long

Of gold, the cover, sides and base enamelled en plein with peasants

and fishermen, in six panels of irregular outlme, enclosed by formal

scrollwork and flowers chased in vari-coloured gold ; round the borders

are introduced panels of dark green enamel to represent malachite

See Illustration

24 A Louis XVL Oval Snufp-BoX'—2| in. long

Of gold, the cover, base and sides enamelled with peasant figures in

oval panels, and the ground enamelled en plein with vases and cornu-

copipQ of flowers, the borders engraved with ribands and foliage, partly

enamelled blue and white

25 A Louis XVL Oval Snuff-Box—3 in. long—hearing the

mark of H. Clavel, 1781

Of gold, the cover set with an enamel plaque, painted with two

Nymphs and sheep in a landscape, after Boucher ; the sides and base

formed of plaques of opalescent glass, tlu'ough which can be seen trees,

birds and an altar engraved in the gold ; the borders of the box beaded

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904
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26 A Louis XVI. Oval Snuff-Box—2^ in. long—bearing the

mark of J. B. Fmiache, 1778

Of gold, the cover, .sides aud base enamelled dark blue, the centre of

the cover set with an enamel plaque painted with Venus and Cupid
;

the border chased with narrow bands of formal foliage, enriched with

translucent enamel

From the Hawkins Collection, lhi04

27 A Louis XV. Flat Oval Snuff-Box—24 in. long

Of gold, the cover and base enamelled en plein with peasant figures,

after Teniers, the ground decorated with scale-pattern and scrolls in dark

green and blue enamel ; the base of the box opens by a spring, and

contains a miniature of a lady, wearing mauve and wliite dress

From the Collection of Countess Ledochowska, at Vienna

28 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—3J in. long—by Ve

Ge6rges, a Paris— signed—bearing the mark of J. J. Pre-

vost, 1765

Of gold, the cover and base set xsnth two oval plaques, enamelled en

plein with Venus and Cupid, and figures emblematic of Youth and Age
;

round the sides are four oblong panels, enamelled with Diana with two

hounds, a shepherdess and lamb, doves aud a trophy ; the panels on the

cover and base are enclosed by laurel-wreaths and ribands, chased in

vari-coloured gold ; the borders of the box are chased with friezes of

formal foliage

From the Collection of Baron Schroder, 1910

29 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—2^ in. long—bearing

the mark of J. J. Prevost, 1767

Of gold, the cover enamelled en plein with Nymphs, festooning a

terminal bust of a Satyr, whilst on the base and sides are similar panels

painted with Xymphs and vases ; the panels enclosed by laurel-wi-eaths,

chased m the gold and divided by narrow vertical stripes of blue enamel

;

round the borders are bands of key-pattern engi'aved in the gold on blue

enamel ground

From the Hawkins Collectio7i, 1904
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30 A LOUIS XV. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—3 w. long—bearing

the mark of J. J. Prevost, 1762

Of gold, the cover, sides and base covered by six miniatures in gouache,

depicting Diana and lier Nymphs bathing, and Nymphs sporting with

dolphins, after Boucher, b}'' Charlier ; the narrow gold borders chased

with formal foliage

From the Collection of Henry, eighth Duke of Beaufort,

1895

From the Collection of Baron Schroder, 1910

See Illustration

31 A LOUIS XV. OBLONG SNUFF-BOX—2f in. long-

bearing the mark of Eloi Brichard, 1758

Of gold, the cover, sides and base enamelled en plein with genre

subjects, after Eisen, the borders simply decorated with engraved scrolls

From the Collection of the Bt. Hon. Charles Seale

Hayne, M.P., 1904

See Illustration

32 A Louis XV: Oval Snupf-Box—3J in. long—bearing the

mark of J. J. Prevost, 1765

Of gold, the cover, sides and base enamelled en plein with six panels

of Nymphs, Bacchantes, and infant Bacchanals, painted in grisaille by

Degault ; the panels are enclosed by festoons of vines chased in vari-

coloured gold ; round the borders are broad bauds of dark green enamel

in imitation of shagreen

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904

See Illustration

33 A LOUIS XVI. OVAL SNUFF-BOX—2f in. long

Of gold, the cover, sides and base set with six plaques enamelled

with subjects from Classical history, Venus and Adonis, Nymphs and

Cupids ; the borders chased with narrow bands of ribands and foliage

Exhibited at the Ghcelph Exhibition

From the Collection of the Duke of Cambridge, 1904
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34 A Louis XV. Oblong Snuff-Box—2^ in. long—hearing the

mark of Eloi Brichard, 1757

Of gold, enamelled en plein with figures of Diaua, Veuus, Adonis, a

fox, etc., in panels enclosed by chased scrollwork ; the borders enriched

with small plaques of dark green enamel in imitation of malachite

35 A Louis XV. Oblong Snuff-Box—2f i7i. long

Of gold, enamelled en plein with Venus in a car, drawn by doves and

escorted by Cupids

—

signed Le Sueub—with Cupid, a dog, and amatory

trophies on the base and sides, the ground almost entirely covered with

small panels of flowers in polychrome on chocolate ground

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904

36 A Louis XVI. Oval Snuff-Box—3 in. long

Of gold, the cover, sides and base enamelled en plein with figm^es of

Mars, Venus, Xymphs and Cupids, in six oval panels on a ground en-

graved \vith flowers and scrollwork

From the Hawkins Collettion, 1904

37 A Small Clock—5J m. high—the movement by Atherton

—

English, third quarter of the 18th Century

The case is formed as a Classical temple of striated red agate, mounted

\\-ith gold borders, and Corinthian columns at the angles surmounted with

vases ; to the sides are applied chased gold medallion portraits of Louis

XVI., Marie Antoinette and the Dauphin, these and the dial are sur-

rounded by circles of garnets

38 A Casket— 8 m. high, b)| in. long—English work. 18th Cen-

tury

Composed of plaques of striated agate, mounted with bands and borders

of metal-gilt chased ^vith masks, trophies, flowers and formal scroll-

work, and with busts of Cherubs at the comers

It is supported on four feet formed a« elephants
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39 A Necessaiee—5J iji. high, 6| in. wide—Italian, ISth Century

Of silver-gilt, formed as au oblong stand, upon which are seated five

figures, partly enamelled and set with stones, a table and other furniture,

a wool-winder, etc. ; the end fitted with a drawer

From the Collection of Mrs. Letvis-HiU, 1907

40 An Oblong Ivoky Plaque—2] in. high, \Q\in.wide—Italian

Carved in low relief with a marriage scene : a composition of numerous

figures

41 A Tablet-Case—5 in. long

It is shaped as a 'cello, the sides, of enamel, painted with Cupids and

landscapes, mounted with gold borders, and with gold handle forming a

scent-bottle, the stopper formed as a bust

Said to have belonged to Mrs. Fitzherbert, and to have

been left by her to the Hon. Mrs. Darner, mother of

Lady Coyistance Leslie

42 Another, nearly similar

43 A Cup and Cover—5f m. high

Of green jasper, carved with fluting ; mounted with silver-gilt bands

and foot chased with Cherubs, fi'uit and strapwork in the Renaissance

taste ; the cover surmounted by a silver-gilt statuette of a draped female

figure

From the Lafaulette Collection, 1884

From the Hechscher Collection, 1897
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MINIATUKES.

44 A Portrait of Miss Maria Jones, by E. Cosway, K.A.—in

gold locket, with hair at the back, and inscription on white

enamel ground

She is viewed thi-ee-quarter face, turned to the right, with powdered
hail' falHng over her shoulders, wearing white dress bound with pearls,

and with pearls in her haii-, round her neck is a gold chain, with pearl

locket ; in her right hand she holds a spray of flowers, while on one side

is a sculptured vase containing roses, and on the the other, a tree-trunk
inscribed " M.J."

Miss Maria Jones was the daughter of the Right Hon. Theophilus^

Jones, M.P., of Cork Abbey, Wicklow ; she was affianced to Sir John
J. Stanley, Bart. ; and died' in 1792

From the Collection of Fabia, Lady Stanley of Alderley,

1909

See Illustration

45 A Portrait of a Lady, by George Engleheart—in gold

locket, with purple glass back

She is represented three-quarter face, turned to the left, with jx)wdered

curling hair, wearing large black hat trimmed with feathers, black dress

with slashed sleeves, and embroidered white fichu

From the Collection of Fabia, Lady Stanley of Alderley^

1909

See Illustraticni

46 A Portrait of a Lady, by George Engleheart— in gold

locket, with diamond border, hair at the back, and initials

" A.M."

she is viewed three-(|uarter face, turned to the left, with powdered
curling hau' V^ound with a pink riband : she wears a decollete Vjlack dress

trimmed with pink, and white tichu

From the Hamilton Palace Collection, 1832

Frovi the Hawkins Collection, 1904

See Illustration

47 A Portrait of a Lady, by John Smart, 1787 {Indian period)

—signed with initials—in locket, with diamond border

She is represented thi-ee-quarter face, tm-ned to the right, with

powdered curling hair falling alx>ut her shoulders, wearing brown dress

trim.med with turquoise, and white fichu ; in hei" right hand she holds a

book

See Illustration
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48 A Portrait of Mrs. Eamsay, wife of Allan Eamsay, the

Painter, by John Smart, 1789 {Indiari period)—signed ivith

initials—in gold locket, with diamond border

She i.s \-iewecl three-quarter face, turned to the left, with powdered

curling hair, wearing white dress

49 A Portrait of Mrs. Archibald Montgomery Campbell,

b)^ John Smart, 1789 {Indian period)—signed ivith hiitials

—in gold locket, with diamond border, and hair and initials

" A.M.C." at the back

.Slie is represented three-quarter face, turned to the I'ight, with

powdered curhng hair, wearing wliite decollete dress trimmed vc'ith. pink

riband, and white fichu

50 A Portrait of Archibald Montgomery Campbell, by

John Smart, 1789 {Indian period)—signed with initials

—in gold locket, enamelled dark green, showing engine-

turning beneath, with mauve and white edge, set with

pearl borders, and with hair at the back

He is represented three-quarter face, turned to the left, with white

hair, wearing bright blue coat, open white waistcoat and cravat

51 A Portrait of Miss Bradley (daughter of Dr. Bradley),

afterwards Mrs. Cox—in gold locket, with diamond

border

She is viewed three-quarter face, turned to the left, with powdered

curling hair falling in ringlets over her shoulders, weaiing v»hite decollete

dress and narrow purple sash

52 A Portrait of a Lady—in oval gold locket, with diamond

border

She is depicted three-quarter face, turned to the left, with powdered

curling hair falling in ringlets over her shoulders, wearing yellow and

white dress
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53 A Portrait of a Lady, by Samuel Collins—in oval gold

locket, with diamond border

She is represented nearly full face, slightly turned to the right, with

powdered hair, weai-ing white dress, and straw hat trimmed with blue

ribands

54 A Portrait of a Lady, by George Engleheart—in gold

locket, with diamond border

She is viewed three-quarter face, turned to the left, -^-ith dark curling

hair, wearing large bla<;k hat trimmed \^ith white feathers, decollete

black dress ^^-ith slashed sleeves, and embroidered fichu

55 A Portrait of Queen Anne : an enamel—in gold locket,

the back engraved with the Royal Cipher and Crown

She is represented nearly full face, slightly turned to the right,

wearing yellow dress trimmed with ermine. Star of the Garter, and

Order of St. George
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OBJECTS OF ART

OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

66 A PENDANT JEWEL—5| in. long, 3 in, wide—Italian,

16th Century

Of gold, formed as a dolphin, upon which is seated Amphitiite, the

latter enamelled white, and the former with scales in pale^ blue, whilst

the head and tail are enamelled crimson and dark green ; the body of

the monster is set with table diamonds and rubies, whilst below are

hung three pearls

The jewel is suspended by two chains with open links, slightly ena-

melled and set with diamonds and rubies, and connected at the top by a

loop pierced and chased with arabesques, enamelled in various colours,

and with a pearl attached to the centre

This jewel formerly belonged to Louis XIV., afterwards

to Louis XV., and subsequently became the 'property

of the Countess of Segur, near Tours, in whose

family it remained until recently

See Illustration
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57 A PENDANT JEWEL—5J m. long, 2 in, wide—German,

l^th Century

Of gold, shaped as a falcon mth outspread wiugs, the plumage en-

graved in the gold on a ground of white enamel ; the breast of the bird is

set with a cabochon emerald, and each \ving with a ruby

The bird stands upon a perch partly enamelled, and teneath this is a

finely chased group of formal scrollwork, partly enamelled and set with

diamonds and rubies, and with three pendant pearls at the base

The jewel is suspended by two chains attached at the top to a strap-

work cartouche, enriched with enamels and set with a ruby and cabochon

emei-ald

From the Collection of Countess Batoivska

Exhibited at the Burlington Fine Arts Club, " Early

Series Art," 1906, and illustrated in the Catalogue

See Illustratimi

58 A PENDANT—3^ m. high—Italian or German tuork, IQth

Century

Of gold, formed as a statuette of Saint John, holding in his left liand

an orb and cross and in his right hand a cross ; his robe, enamelled purple,

engraved with stars reser\-ed in the gold and set with diamonds

He stands upon a celestial sphere chased with three Cherubs' heads

in relief, on a ground of blue enamel ; attached to the base is a pearl

See Illustration

69 A WATCH—3| in. long, the dial ^ in. lo7ig—l6th Century

The movement by Aug. Biischman, in oval case of metal gilt, the

sides pierced and engraved with arabesque foliage among which are intro-

duced small figures and dogs ; the dial of silver, engraved with formal

flowers, a Cherub and squirrels ; the back of the case also of silver, en-

graved with two Nymphs sacrificing at an altar on a ground of arabesques

The front face of the watch is formed of an oval plaque of Limoges

enamel, finely painted in the manner of Jean de Court with the proces-

sion to Calvary, in the foreground Christ bearing his cross, painted in

translucent colour?;, flesh tints and gilding

See Illustration

(8) B
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60 A Rock-Crystal Two-Handled Bowl^3| in. high, 7J in.

wide—Italian, IQth Century

The bowl is of quatrefoil shape, engraved with conventioual designs

of arabesque foliage, and the foot with a crescent and SIC ; the handles

formed as simple scrolls, engraved with fluting

To the foot of the bowl has been added a gold baud, enamelled with

scrollwork and rosettes in the 16th Century taste, and similar bands to

connect the handles with the bowl

From the Collection of 0. E. Coope, Esq., 1910

61 A RELIQUARY, of rock-crystal, with enamelled gold and

silver-gilt mounts—18J in. high—Italian, 16th Century

The receptacle is designed as a Classical temple, with a plain cylinder

of rock-crystal in the centre, surmounted by a dome ; the cylinder rests

upon a square-shaped platform of silver-gQt, at each corner of which is a

spirally fluted column with Corinthian capital and square base of chased

gold, slightly enamelled ; these columns support a cornice of silver-gilt,

round the sides of which are applied narrow gold bands engraved with

arabesque ornaments on a ground of black enamel, and set with small

precious stones ; similar bands are applied round the lower part of the

reliquary and as straps upon the dome, which is surmounted by a small

gold statuette of Christ preaching.

The stem of the reliquary formed as an oviform vase of rock-crystal,

engraved with festoons and fluting and encircled by gold bands, enamelled

with arabesques in black, and small crimson and blue panels ; the whole

rest upon a base of silver-gilt, with moulded borders, the upper part set

with precious stones.

See Illustration
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62 A BIBEEON, carved of rock-crystal, mounted with enamelled

gold

—

middle of the l^th Century—12^ in. high, IQ^in. long

The body of the vessel, together with the cover, may be described

as roughly resembling a monster, the head forming the spout, though

the monster shape is lost in the fluted shell-like effect of the general

outline ; applied below the neck are two wings. The stem is oviform
;

the base oblong, and of quatrefoil outline, carved in low relief with

cockle-shells.

The gold mounts chiefly take the form of simple mouldings, but

have appHed strapwork and other ornaments enamelled in opaque

and translucent colours, and further enriched with settings of precious

stones. The handle of the cover is also of enamelled gold, and

formed as a finely modelled statuette of Neptune sitting astride a

dolphin, which in turn resis on a wave-pattern base ; this is out-

lined with a framing of strapwork, which has scroll designs reserved

on the gold upon a black and white ground. The under side of this

oval plaque, showing through the crystal cover, is also chased and

enamelled. This same effect through the crystal body may also be

seen where the stem is joined to the body of the vessel by a gold

socket, supported by fom- scroll-shaped brackets.

It is considered to be the work of Daniel Mignot, of

Augsburg {some of whose designs and drawings for similar

work are preserved in the British 3Iuseum), and to have been

made for the Emperor Rudolph II. In 1782, the building

at Prague, in which the Imperial Museum (incorporating

the Collection of the Emperor Rudolph II.) was contained,

was required for barracks, and the Collection was sold to the

Chevalier von Schonfeld, a distinguished amateur of the

time, who, having increased it by the addition of his own Col-

lection, opened it to the public under the title of " The Techno-

logical Museum of Vienna
"

The Collection so knoicn finally passed into the possession

of Messrs. Loicenstein Brothers, of Frankfort-07i-the-Maine,

who disposed of some of the finest objects privately, and

the remainder were afterwards sold by AuctioJi by Messrs.

Christie, Manson and Woods vi 1860

From the Collection of John Gabbitas, Esq., 1905

From the Collection of Baron Schroder, 1910

Exhibited at the Exhibition of Early German Art at the

Burlington Fine Arts Club, 1906

See Illustration

End of First Day's Sale
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Second Day's Sale.

On THURSDAY, MAY 9, 1912,

AT ONE o'clock PRECISELY.

PORCELAIN.

63 A MiNTON Dessert Service : A copy of old Sevres

Painted \vith birds in landscapes and groups of flowers, in turquoise

borders gilt with festoons of flowers and wreaths of foliage. Consisting

of—
A pair of seaux

A pair of verrieres

Two oval dishes,

Two shell-shaped dishes

Two square dishes

Eighteen plates

64 A Service, similar, consisting of

—

Four seaux

Two oval dishes

Two shell-shaped dishes

Two square dishes

Eighteen plates

66 A pair of seaux, similar—7| in. high, 7f in. diam.

66 A bowl, similar- 13^ i7i. diam.

67 A MiNTON Dessert Service : A copy of old Sevres

Painted with groups of flowers in turquoise lK)rders gilt with wreaths-

of foliage. Consisting of

—

Four square dishes

Four oval dishes

Thirtj'-six plates
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€8 Twenty-four Minton cups and saucers : Copied from the old

Sevres service made for the Empress Catherine of Russia

Decorated with medallion heads in grisaille on turquoise bands, gilt

with arabesques, and with flowers in colours round the borders

69 A Minton Dinner Service : A copy of old Sevres

Decorated with sprays of flowers in blue fluted borders. Consisting

of—
One hundred and sixty-nine dinner plates

Forty-two soup-plates

Seventy-one dessert-plates

Twenty salad-plates

Three salad-bowls

70 A Coalport and Minton Dessert and Breakfast Service : A copy

of old Sevres

Decorated with flowers in feuille-de-choux borders, consisting of—

(

Eight tazze

Five dishes

Tlnrty plates

Twelve cups and fouileen saucers

A cream-jug

A bowl

A muffin-dish and cover

Six egg-cups

71 A pair of Chinese Garden Seats—18 in. high

Shaped as barrels, enamelled with flowers and a dragon in black and

white, on yellow ground

72 A pair of Cisterns—21 w. diam.

The exteriors similarly decorated to the preceding seats, the interiors

enamelled with fish and weeds

73 A pair of Cisterns—21 in. diam.

( )f Nankin porcelain, painted with formal flowers and foliage

74 A pair of ditto, nearly similar
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75 Two Garden Seats

Of Xankiu porcelain, painted with dragons and flowers

76 A Pair of Chinese Bowls and Coveks—6 in. high

Of turquoise crackle, formed as shells, mounted with pierced or-molu

rims and gadroon borders

77 A pair of Chinese square Spill-vases—4f in. high

Of turquoise crackle, the sides pierced with flo\Aers emblematic of the

four Seasons

SEVRES.

78 A BISCUIT BUST OF LOUIS XV.—4^ in. high—the

pedestal 6 in. high

He is represented in Classical costume, with breast-plate, and loose

drapery over his shoulders

The bust stands upon a rectangular Sevres pedestal, finely painted

with trophies emblematic of the Arts, Sciences, Peace and War, by Dodin,

1758, in apple-green and gold riband borders, on gros-bleu ground

From the Collection of the Hon. Mrs. John Ashley, 1907

See Illustration

79 An BctjELLE, Cover and Stand—painted by Le Guay

Of circular shape, with gros-bleu ground, each piece painted with

Cupids on clouds and landscape backgrounds, in two oval panels enclosed

by gilt bullrushes ; the ground richly gilt with festoons of flowers and

laurel-wreaths

From the Hawkins Collectio7i, 1904

80 A Cabaret—painted by Dodin, 1777

With gros-bleu ground, finely painted in oval panels with Boucher

subjects of a shepherd and shepherdess, a girl and youth bird-catching,

lovers, and trophies ; the borders gilt with ^sprays of laurel and conven-

tional scrolls

The set consists of a tea-pot and cover, a sucrier and cover, and a

cream-jug

From the Hawkins Collection, 1904
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81 A OoFFEE-Cup AND SAUGER

—

painted by Dodin, 1771

The cup is painted with Cupid with a sheaf of com, in a landscape, on

white ground gilt with trellis-work ; the borders apple-green, gilt with

wreaths and festoons of laurel

The saucer painted with two pastoral trophies, on similar ground

82 A Large Cup and Saucer

Both the cup and saucer are painted with Cupid seated on clouds,

on apple-green ground dotted with gold, the border gilt with scroll-work

and small trellis panels

83 An Oval Plaque—4^ in. high, 3f in. luide

It is painted with figures of Mars, Venus and Cupid in a landscape i

and on the reverse with an amatory trophy and the insciiption " Om^a
vrjrciT AMOR," in gros-bleu border ; mounted in or-molu frame chased

with foKage

On stand of Menecy porcelain, painted with flower-sprays, and with

lake and yellow scrolls in relief

84 A pair of Seaux—7| m. high, 8 m. diam.

Painted with groups of flowers and fruit in panels, with a gUt framing

of flowers and trelliswork. on turquoise ground

DECORATIVE OBJECTS AND FURNITURE.

85 A portion of a Louis XVI. Frieze—14 in. long

Of or-molu, chased with a bow and arrows, a quiver, torch, and
branches of flowers

86 A Regence Frame— 8 in. wide, 1\ in. high

Of or-molu, of octagonal shape, chased with a laurel-wreath and
beading, with a mask and scrolls at the top
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87 A Louis XYI. Writing Set

Consisting of a candlestick and paii- of ink- and sand-vase»s ; formed of

plaques of mosaic, with military trophies in colours, on dark blue ground

The ink- and sand-vases mounted at the corners with or-molu figures

of Nymphs, emblematic of Peace ; the nozzle of the candlestick supported

by figuies of four cranes, of chased or-molu

Brought from a Palace in Madrid by an officer of the

Duke of Welliiigton s Staff, during the Peninsular

War

88 A LOUIS XVI. CLOCK—14 ^n. high

Of or-molu, shaped as a terrestial sphere, with revolving dial round

the centre ; the lower part chased with a festoon of drapery to which are

applied stars, and beneath the drapery are figures of Cupid and Psyche

resting on clouds, the former holding an arrow to point the time.

The pedestal consists of a fluted column of white marble, to which

are applied festoons of flowers of finely chased or-molu, whilst around

the base is an or-molu band, chased with rosettes entwined with ribands ,

See Ilktstraction

89 A Pair of Louis XVI. Candelabra—19 m. high

Of or-molu, formed as figures of children supporting on theu' shoulders

vases, from which issue lily-branches for three lights each

On pedestals of white marble, mounted with festoons of oak foliage

of chased or-molu, and with or-molu borders chased with fluting and

conventional foliage

From the Lelomj Collection

See Illustration

90 A Pair of Candelabra, nearly similar—19 in. high

From the Lelong Collection
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91; A LOUIS XVI. CLOCK AND PAIR OF CANDLE-
STICKS— /J/ie Clock, 16 in. high ; the Candlesticks, 17 in.

high

The movemeut of the clock is by Lepine, H^ Du Roy Place des

Victoires, contained in a drum-shaped case of or-molu, surmounted by-

figures of a Nymph and two Cupids finely chased, after Falconet ; the

pedestal of white marble, mounted with or-molu medallions chased vdih

amatory trophies, and scroll-shaped supports at tlie corners chased ^^ith

laurel foliage

The candlesticks of or-molu, modelled as figm-es of Xymphs, after

Falconet, supporting above their heads poppy-branches to form the

nozzles for the candles ; on circular plinths of white marble, moiinted

with or-molu borders

92 A Louis XVI. Vase and Cover—15^ in. high

It is formed of a fluted bowl and cover, of old Chinese celadon

porcelain ; mounted with or-molu neck, pierced with a frieze of link-

ornament, and chased with a border of acanthus-leaves ; the tripod

supports also of or-molu designed as coruucopi^e of fruit, the lower parts

terminating in lions' claws ; on triangular base with corded edge

93 A Pair of Louis XVI. Candelabra—18J iji. high

They are formed of bronze figures of children in dancing attitude,

wearing vine- wreaths in their hair, designed in the manner of Clodion
;

they support with either hand coruucopiaj of or-molu. the tops of which

are chased with vine-foHage and grapes

On pedestals formed as fluted columns of wliite marble, with or-molu

plinths chased with laurel-wreaths and beading

From the Collection of Miss Kaye, Tunhridge Wells

94 A Louis XVI. Clock—15 J in. high

The movement by Henri Voisin, contained in a drum-shaped case of

or-molu, surmounted by branches of flowers and grapes and a Bacchana-

lian trophy. The case is supported by a pedestal of white marble, with

applied or-molu mounts, and rests upon a plinth of white marble, upon
which are seated a Bacchante and Cupid of chased or-molu ; applied to

the front of the plinth is an or-molu plaque, chased with Cupids sacri-

ficing at an altar

From the Collection of the late Sir Robert G. W. Her-

bert, Ickelton, Great Chester-field
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95 A Pair of Louis XVI. Vases and Covers—13 in. high

Of white marble, mounted with an or-molu frieze round the centres

chased with laurel foliage, masks and lyres ; the handles of or-molu,

modelled as youthful Satyrs blowing pipes ; the tops surmounted by
groups of fruit of chased or-molu ; on octagonal or-molu phnths

96 A Louis XVI. Clock—19 i?i. high

It is shaped as a vase of or-molu, with revolving dials and enamel

numerals, the handles of the vase chased as terminal female figvires ; the

time is pointed by a serpent coiled round the stem of the vase

On square pedestal of or-molu, chased with acanthus-leaves and

fluting, the sides set with four plaques of Sevres porcelain, painted with

groups of flowers in tm^quoise borders gilt with beading

97 A Bronze Gilt Statuette—4| in. high— Italian, early 17th

Century

A statuette of a winged youth, loosely draped and wearing a laurel-

wreath ; on pedestal of green marble, and red marble plinth

98 A Louis XVI. Centrepiece—14;^ in. high

It is formed as a two-tier stand, with a bowl and dish of striated

agate, these are supported by or-molu figiu-es of winged goats and winged

female Satyrs of or-molu, chased in the manner of Gouthiere

The figures of goats stand upon a triangular base of or-molu, in

the sides of which are enamel plaques to represent lapis-lazuli

The whole is supported bj^ a pedestal of porphpy, with or-molu cap

and base chased with acanthus and palm -leaves and beading, on gi'iotte

marble plinth

99 A LOUIS XIV. CLOCK—32 in. high

The movement by Thuret, a Parh, contained in a drum-shaped

case, overlaid with tortoiseshell ; the dial of or-molu, chased with fly-

ing Cupids, and with enamel numerals

At one side of the case is a bronze figure of Venus, holding a festoon

of flowers of chased ormolu, and with an or-molu conch-shell beneath

her feet ; at her side, stands Cupid, holding a bow and arrow

The whole rests upon a base of UTCgular outline, bound by an or-

molu band chased with a frieze of rosettes and ribands

Formerly the property of the Comtes de Bocheouart

Montemarts

There is a very similar clock in the Wallace Collection

See Illustration
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100 A Louis XVI. Clock—30 iji. high

The movement by Bertrand, d Paris, in architectural case of

or-molu surmounted by a vase, and chased below with oak festoons ;

at the sides are bronze caryatid figures of children ; on oblong pedestal

of or-molu chased with Hons'-masks and rosettes, and surmounted by

a bronze seated figure of a Xj-mph emblematic of Literature, and with

an eacjle at her feet

101 A Louis XVI. Clock —20 m. high

The movement by Lieutaud, a Paris, contained in a pedestal-shaped

case of white marble, upon the top of which is a chased or-molu seated

figure of Cupid, holding a wreath of flowers

At one side of the clock, stands a figure of a Xymph, partly draped,

while at the other is seated a figure of a Satyr, with Hercules' club

and Pan's pipes ; the figures modelled after Clodion

On oval plinth of white marble, mounted with or-molu frieze chased

with Cupids sporting

102 A PAIR OF LOUIS XVI. CANDELABRA—43 m. high

Formed of fluted columns of or-molu, wreathed with flowers, and

surmounted by scroll branches for six lights each, chased with eagles*

heads and foHage ; the stems supported by tripods chased with sphinxes,

rams'-heads and swags of fruit

Beside the stems of the candelabra are bronze figures of Nymphs
wearing loose draperies

On pedestals of rosso-antico marble, with appHed festoons of flowei-s

and medallions chased with Bacchanalian figures in or-molu

From the Collection of E. W. Beckett, Esq., 1902

It is said there are two similar candelabra at the JVuiter

Palace, St. Petersburg, and that the four came from

the Palace of Portici, having been given by MaHe
Antoinette to her sister Marie Caroline, QiLeen of

Naples

See Illustration

103 A Louis XVI. Clock—21^ m. high

The movement contained in a white marble case, sculptured at the

sides with figures of a Nymph and Cupid holding a dove

On plinth of white marble, mounted with an or-molu frieze chased

with Cupids hunting a boar, and Cupids and Infant Bacchanals sporting
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104 A LOUIS XVI. CLOCK—22 in. high

The moveiueut contained in a case formed as a celestial sphere, over-

laid with plaques of lapis-lazuli, and with revolving horizontal dials of

or-molu, with enamel numerals

At one side of the clock stands a figure of Time, of finely chased or-

molu, while on the other, resting upon clouds is Cupid holding an hour-

glass and torch ; beneath is another Cupid holding an arrow to point

the hour

The whole rests upon a pedestal of or-molu chased with masks, acan-

thus foliage and beading, and set with plaques of lapis-lazuli

On ebony plinth, mounted with an or-molu link-pattern frieze

There is a very similar clock in the Wallace Collection

See Illustration

105 A Louis XVI. Clock—25 in. high

The movement by Lepine, Z/^*'' Du Roiy in pedestal-shaped case of

white marble, surmounted by a vase of the same, with revolving enamel

dial painted with the signs of the Zodiac by Jean Couteau, an or-molu

figure of Cupid points the hour

Beside the clock is seated an or-molu figure of a Nymph, holding a

book

On plinth of white marble, mounted with an or-molu frieze chased

with Cupids on clouds playing musical instruments

From the Tuilleries

Formerly the 'property of Mrs. Darby Coventry

106 A LOUIS XVI. CLOCK AND PAIR OF CANDE-
LABRA. The clock—27 in. high. The candelabra

—

38 m. high

The movement of the clock, by Maniere, a Paris^ contained in a

drum-shaped or-molu case surmounted by a bronze figure of Cupid, and

with bronze and or-molu figures of Diana and Endymion at the sides

On pedestal of dove-grey marble, with festoons of fruit in lam-el-

wreath border of chased or-molu, a plaque in the front chased with

Cupids sporting with a goat

The candelabra formed of bronze figures of Nymphs holding cornu-

copise of or-molu, from which issue branches for six lights each ; on

pedestals of dove-grey marble mounted with or-molu caps and plinths,

chased with foliage and fluting, and with a plaque in the front chased

with sporting Cupids

107 A PAIR OF LOUIS XVL CANDELABRA, nearly

similar to the preceding—38 m. high

From the Collection of the Earl of Onslow
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108 A Louis XVI. Clock—2 li i7i. high

The movement by Hubert L^, d Paris, iu di'um-sliaped or-mola

case surmounted by a figure of Cupid playing cymbals ; the dial is

supported by an or-molu pedestal, chased with a Sacrifice to Love

At the sides are seated bronze figures of infant Satyrs, blowing horns^

modelled after Clodion

On plinth of veined red marble, mounted with or-molu frieze chased

with masks and sphinxes

109 A Louis XVI. Clock—24 w. high

The movement by Lepaute, d Paris, in or-molu case formed as a

terrestrial sphere, with revolving dials, resting upon a rectangular

pedestal

At one side stands a draped X^'mpii, wearing a laurel-wreath, and

pointing the time, whilst on the other side of the pedestal is Cupid,

holding a scythe

On oblong plinth, chased with a )x»rder of acanthus foHage, and en-

graved, "Present fait a Mr. Chuppix de Germigny Par son

Altesse Mor Le Prince de Conde hors de la Rentree en

France en 1814
'"

110 A DiRECTOiRE Clock—21 m. higJi

The movement contained in a drum-shaped tn-molu case, sur-

mounted by an or-molu figure of a Bacchante, and supported by two

boys riding goats : on plinth of white marble, mounted with an or-molu

frieze and l^eadings

111 A Louis XV. Cartel Clock—31 iji. high

The movement by Denis Massou, d Paris, iu or-molu case, chased

with a Nymph and Cupids, and branches of flowers and foliage

112 A Louis XVI. Regulator—98 m. high

The movement by T. S. Bourdier, with enamel dial painted with

the signs of the Zodiac, by Jean Couteau, and with a small dial at the

top showing the day of the month and the phases of the moon
In tall mahogany case, surmounted by a bronze obelisk, at the foot

of which are seated female figures with a sphere, books, etc.

From the Collection of Gomte Vigier

This clock only requires winding once a year
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113 A LOUIS XVI. EEGULATOR—89 in. high

The movement by Ferdinand Berthoud, in tall case veneered wdth

tulip-wood, and mounted with or-molu borders and friezes, chased with

aurel and acanthus foliage, bullrushes and key-pattern ; the top sur-

mounted by a vase, festooned with laurel

The case is stamped B. Lteutaud

From the Collection of Prince Paar, of Austria

114 A Louis XIV. Six-Leaf Screen—73 iii. high

Composed of six panels of leather, painted in polychrome with

paiitomine figures beneath festoons of flowers and scrollwork, supported

by caryatid figures ; at the top are medallion-busts painted in grisaille,

and wreaths of flowers and arabesque foliage and flowers, in colours

The framework, of carved and gilt-wood, is of recent date

115 A Regence Walnut-Wood Table—30 i7i. wide

On cabriole legs, boldly carved with female busts, flowers, scroll-

work and Satyrs' masks, and with X-shaped stretcher

The top fitted with a panel of glass, to form a show-table

From the Dean Paul Collection, 1896

116 A SUITE OF TAPESTEY FURNITUEE
The seats, backs and arms are stufied, and covered with old Beauvais

tapestry ; the design on the backs consists of figures of children with

toys, animals, etc. , after Boucher^ whilst upon the seats and arms are

military and amatory trophies, garlands and sprays of flowers ; the

ground of the tapestry is pale green

The framework of gilt-wood, is carved ,with branches of foliage,

vases and fluting

The set consists of

—

A Settee—62 in. ivide

A BebgIire

Six Fauteuils

See Illustration

117 A FiRE-ScREEN—48 in. high

Composed of a panel of Gobelins tapestry, with Cupid riding a tiger

and carrying a torch and grapes

The framework of gilt-wood, carved with foliage and scrollwork in

the taste of the period of Louis XIV.
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118 A Suite of Furniture, in the Louis XVI. taste

The seats and backs covered with applique embroidery, with subjects

from ^sop's Fables and wreaths of flowers, in coloured silks on white

satin

The framework of gilt-wood, carved with foliage and ribands

The set consists of

—

A Settee—39 in. tvide

Six Fauteuils

Two Chairs

119 A Louis XVI. Circular Table—22 in. diam.

The top formed of a slab of porphyry

The stand of or-molu, shaped as a tripod altar, the frieze chased

with children supporting festoons of vines, perched upon which are

birds and squirrels ; the three supports are chased at the top with

Satyrs' heads, and terminate below in hoof feet

120 A Louis XVI. Console-Table—38 in. wide—stamped^

Saunier me

Of mahogany, with three drawers in the frieze, and two open

shelves below ; mounted with a frieze of or-molu, chased with strapwork
entwined with laurel foliage, and with a rosette in the centre

Surmounted by a white marble slab

121 A Circular Table— .5 in. diam.— Viennese work, late ISth

Century

The top formed of a dish of Vienna porcelain, painted with flower-

sprays on white ground ; the tripod stand of mahogany, inlaid witli

tuhp- and satin-wood, mounted with an or-molu frieze chased with

rosettes and ribands, and lions' masks holding loose chains

122 A Louis XVI. Oblong Card-Table—30| m. wide

Of mahogany, with folding top and one drawer, mounted with

or-molu borders, and corner-mounts chased with foHage and bee.ding

From the Collection of Spencer Brimton, Esq.
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123 A Louis XVI. Console-Table—46 in. wide

Of semicii'cular shape, the stand of gilt wood carved with laurel-

wreaths and fluting ; the top formed of a slab of alabaster, inlaid with

fluting of green marble round the border

124 A Louis XVI. Table- 43 m. wide

Of semicii-culai" shape, of mahogany, with triple folding top,

mounted with brass borders and lines

125 A Fire-Screen—51 in. high

Composed of a panel of leather, painted with a female figure

emblematic of Painting, in gi'isaille, surrounded by figures emblematic

of the Arts, and arabesque foliage in colours, on gold ground
The frame of walnut-wood, carved with foliage and strapwork in

the taste of the period of Louis XIV.

From Lord Revelstoke's Collection

126 A Walnut-Wood Cbair

—

Italian,l6th Century

The back and support of scx^oU outline, carved with masks iu

boiders of foliage

127 A Walnut-Wood Arm-Chair, of Louis XVI. design

The framework carved with, fluting' and beading, and the seat, back

and arms stuffed and covered with stamped crimson velvet

128 A Eenaissance Cabinet—82 in. high, 46 m. wide—French,

middle of the 16th Century

Of walnut-wood, of architectural design, with two doors above and

below, and four drawers in the centre ; the panels carved in relief

with figures of Diana, Actaeon, Venus and Cleopatra, also winged

Sphinxes, eagles, Tritons, and swags of fruit ; the borders enriched

with small panels of scrollwork in marqueterie ; the pediment carved

with foliage and surmounted by a carved ivory bust of Omphale

Fro7n the Collection of the late Edward Steinkopf, Esq.
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129 A Console-Tablb, of Louis XVI. design—48 in. wide—
English, temp. George IV.

Of mahogany, with a frieze of or-molu round the top, chased with

flowers and birds, after Gouthiere, and with a Wedgwood blue jasper

plaque in the centre ; the frieze is applied to a ground enamelled to

represent lapis-lazuli

Surmounted by a slab of white marble, and with two shelves of the

same below

From the Collection of the Marchioness of Conyngham

130 A Commode, designed in the manner of Reisener—51 in.

wide

It has three small drawers in the frieze, and two large drawers

below

The front is inlaid with a pastoral and floral trophy in marqueterie,

on a ground of trellis and rosette design, the parqueterie-work being

repeated at the ends

The frieze, borders and corners are richly mounted with or-molu,

chased with garlands and sprays of flowers, ribands, acanthus-leaves

and beading

Surmounted by a white marble slab

131 A Table, e:i suite—54 in. luide

It is of similar design to the preceding commode, and is surmounted

by a slab of lapis-lazuli

132 A Large Library Table and Cartonniere—78 m. ?/;i^e

The table has three drawers ; it is veenered with tulip- and king-

wood, and mounted with or-molu borders and corner-mounts chased

with female busts, male and female masks, branches of flowers and con-

ventional scrollwork

The cartonniere is surmounted by two chased or-molu groups of a

boar, stag and hounds, and in the centre is a clock, upon which is seated

a chased or-molu figure of Diana with a hound

133 A Chim.ney-Piece—76 in. toide

Of white marble, supported by caryatid female figures wearing

flower wreaths of or-molu ; the frieze mounted with or-molu, chased

with sphinxes, a trophy and arabesques, in the Louis XVI. taste

134 A Show-Case—7 ft. high, 5 ft. wide

The front, ends and top, of plate-glass, with or-molu borders chased

with conventional leafage

(8)
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CHANDELIERS, Etc.

135 A Chandelier—51 in. high

Of or-molu, with branches for numerous lights, to which are attached

plaques and pendants of rock-crystal ; fitted for electric light

136 Another—48 in. high

Of or-molu, with branches for numerous lights, chased with foliage in

the Louis XVI. taste, with plaques and pendants of rock-crystal, and

centre of the same formed as a faceted vase ; fitted for electric light

137 A pair of Chandeliers—39 w. high

Of steel and metal-gilt, with cut-glass pendants, with branches for

eight lights each ; fitted for electric light

138 A set of three ChandeHers—34 in. high

Of steel, with cut glass pendants, with branches for eight lights

each ; fitted for electric light

139 A pair of Lanterns—42 in. high

Of or-molu and glass, the mounts chased with foliage in the Louis

XVL taste

140 A pair of Chandeliers

Of or-molu, chased with foliage, and with pear-shaped glass drops
;

fitted for electric light

141 A pair of Wall-Lights

Of or-molu, with glass pendant chains, fitted for electric light

142 A pair of Wall-Lights, of Louis XVI. design—26 in. high

Of or-molu, chased with goats' heads, birds and festoons, with

branches for two lights each ; fitted for electric light
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143 A pair of Candlesticks—12 in. high

Of or-molu, chased with Cherubs, festoons of fruit and tripods, on

circular plinths chased with eagles' heads and foliage in the Louis XVI.
taste ; fitted for electric light

144 A pair of ditto—7J in. high

Of or-molu, chased with Cherubs, foUage and fluting, on dove-

grey marble plinths ; surmounted by shades, and fitted for electric

light

145 A reading Candelabrum— IS^ in. high

Of or-molu, chased with fluting and foliage, and with nozzles for

two lights

CUETAINS AND CAKPETS.

146 Three Pairs of Curtains and Three Valances

Of crimson cut velvet, with a design of formal flowers and foliage

and holders

147 A Pair of Curtains and Two Valances

Of crimson cut velvet, with a design of formal flowers and scroll-

work ; and holders

148 A Valance, nearly similar

149 Five Curtains and Valances

Of crimson silk brocade, with a design of festoons of foliage and

rosettes ; and holders

150 Twelve Embroidered Panels—10 ft. 6 in. high, 40 in. wide

Of white satin with chenille embroidery, with a design of baskets

and cornucopise of fruit, arabesque foHage, formal flowers and honey-

suckle ornament

Given by Napoleon to the King of Wurtemherg
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151 Three Pairs op Curtains and Valances

Of salmon-piuk brocade, with bouquets of flowers in colours,

ribands in pale blue, and trellis panels in silver

152 A Table Cover—9 ft. 5 in. by 6 ft. 8 in.

Of Genoa cut velvet, with a design of foliage and cones in crimson,

on gold ground

153 A Louis XVI. Savonnerie Carpet—11 ft. 6 in. by 9 ft-

6 in.

With a trophy of arms in colours in the centre, on black ground, and

border of flowers in colours, on brown ground, fleurs-de-lys in the

corners

154 A SAVONNERIE CARPET—25 ft. 6 in. long by 16 ft.

6 ill. wide

Woven with a design of scroll foliage, baskets of flowers, cornucopite

and rams' heads in polychrome on black ground ; in the centre is a

large panel in the middle of which are the crossed L's on blue ground,

bordered by festoons of flowers and trophies of arms on a white back-

ground, the panel being enclosed within an u'regularly shaped wreath

of oak foliage and acorns ; the edge of the carpet is decorated with

ovolo and guilloche ornament in yellow

155 A Prayer-Rug—60 in. by 37 in.—Turcoman, ISth Century

Of crimson velvet, richly embroidered with birds and flowers in

gold and silver thread, with inscription in the centre, and two small

inscriptions at the sides

From the Collection of Alfred Morrison, Esq.

156 A Persian Prayer-Rug—54 171. by 35 in.—Ispahan, llih

Century

With crimson ground, richly embroidered with birds and floral

ornaments, in gold, silver and coloured threads

From the Same Collection
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157 A Prayer-Rug—57 in. by 34 in.

Of crimson velvet, with conventional borders

Fro7n the Sayne Collection

158 A Prayer-Rug—53 in. by 39 in.

Of crimson velvet, richly embroidered with arabesque ornaments,

birds and flowers, in gold, silver and coloured threads

From the Same Collection

159 A Prayer-Rug—49 in. by 32J in.—Ispahan

With blue silk centre, richly embroidered with poppies in gold,

silver, and coloured threads, salmon-coloured border with conventional

flowers

From the same Collection

160 A Persian Prayer-Rug—33 m. by 52 in.—11th Century

Of crimson velvet, embroidered with conventional foliage in gold in

the centre

From the same Collection

161 A Persian Silk Rug—90 in. by 58 in.

With formal foliage and a quatrefoil panel on dark blue centre, in

blue and buff border

162 Another—78 in. by 52 in.

With foliage on grey centre, and dark maroon border

163 A Persian Rua—104 m. by 84 in.

Of octagonal shape, with dark blue panel in the centre on pink

ground, and with blue and pink cones on buff ground round the border

164 A Persian Carpet—28/^. by '^1 ft.

With a design of formal flowers and foliage in polychrome on

blue ground

FINIS

London : Printed by William Clowes and Sons, Limited,
Great Windmill Street, W., and Duke Street, Stamford Street, S.E,
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